
 A Canal Walk in Skipton
The dots show a circular walk, starting from the railway or bus 
stations or from one of several car parks on the route. Darker areas 
show the location of mills on this 1906 Ordnance Survey map.

Starting from the bus station, cross over the canal by Gallows 
Bridge and walk along the towpath past the site of Gas Works. Note 
the filled-in access points where coal was delivered from canal 
boats. Continue along the towpath past the wharf and the cast-iron 
stump of a crane and then on past Victoria Mill, a former corn 
mill now converted to flats. The canal aqueduct over Eller Beck is 
alongside the mill and opposite is the site of the boathouse used 
by the canal’s inspection boat Alexandra. 

Beyond the swing bridge is Dewhurst’s Mill, former home of 
Sylko sewing cotton. Continue over the swing bridge and past the 
first terrace houses in Brook Street where several boatmen lived. 
Turn right into Gargrave Road, past the Grammar School and then 
turn down Coach Street and return to the towpath at the canal 
bridge. To the right is The Dockyard, once the site of Fawcett’s 
boat repair yard. 

Continue on Springs Branch to the next bridge, the terminus of 
the branch until 1794. It is a skew bridge which has been widened, 
with an interesting key stone on the extended side, a similar one 
appearing on the adjacent bridge over the beck. After the Old Corn 
Mill, with its water wheel and mill pond, at the end of the branch 
canal is the old limestone tip, the stone brought from the quarry 
by tramway. 

It is possible to continue into the woods past the reservoirs 
which supplied water to the mills and then return to the top of The 
Bailey, crossing the line of the old tramway by the road. Here was 
the top of incline down to the canal, with the Castle just beyond. 

Alternatively return to the canal bridge, then passing the 
Church, Town Hall and Museum at the top of High Street, to return 
to Coach Street and the canal through one of the  alleyways. Have a 
look at the old canal warehouses, now converted, and note from the 
cobbles that the car park next to the road was once the canal stables. 
Finally, cross over Swadford Street and return to the Bus Station.
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A walk by the Leeds & Liverpool 
Canal in Skipton

The Leeds & Liverpool Canal in Skipton

The main reason for building the Leeds & Liverpool Canal 
was to allow limestone from the Craven district to be delivered 
to the growing industrial area around Bradford, coal being 
brought to Skipton in return. Lime was needed as a fertiliser 
for agricultural land, for building mortar, and for use as a 
chemical or for iron refining. The canal opened from Shipley 
to Skipton in 1773, though it was 1816 before it opened 
throughout to Liverpool.

Skipton was one of the main centres for investment in the 
canal when it was promoted in 1770. Some £29,400 was raised 
in the town; only Liverpool, with £59,900, raised more. The 
canal also provided Skipton with water, the town’s own water 
supply not being authorised until 1823, fifty years after the 
canal opened. Two particular benefits the canal water brought 
were an adequate supply for fire-fighting, and a supply for 
industrial uses. 

After the high pressure condensing steam engine was 
developed to power mills in the mid-nineteenth century, 
nearly all the new mills in Skipton were built along the canal, 
as it provided cold water for condensing the engines’ exhaust 
steam. This created a vacuum and made the engines much 
more efficient. The canal was also used unofficially for sewage 
disposal, the 1857 Report on the health of the town stating: 
‘The branch (Springs Canal) is the receptacle for filth etc, from 
houses and yards, and is thus rendered little better than an 
open sewer.’ Dewhirst’s were one of the mills alongside the 
canal, where Sylko sewing thread was produced which was 
exported around the world.

 The canal also supplied the town with coal, the traffic 
continuing into the 1950s, particularly for the gas works built 
on the canalside. The canal carried all types of goods, from 
foodstuffs to concrete, and the warehouses continued to be 
served by boat until around 1962. It was the hard winter of 
1963 which finally ended carrying on the canal in Yorkshire, 
though enthusiasts tried to resurect the canal’s trade in the 
1970s and ’80s.

Thomas unloading coal at the gas works.

Alexandra by Brewery Bridge.
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Kennet at Bradley, near Skipton, in 2012.

The Society encourages greater understanding and 
appreciation of the canal, ensuring that its traditions and 
heritage are recorded and continued. We hold lectures, 
arrange guided walks, and provide information about the 
canal’s history. A twice-yearly newsletter gives details of 
events and happenings, as well as publishing articles on 
the canal and its history.

Friends of Kennet 
The Society owns Kennet, an unconverted working 
boat. Partly funded by the Heritage Lottery, Kennet 
has displays about canal life, and moves to venues 
along the canal. 

Friends of Kennet help maintain and move the boat, 
and arranges training sessions in boat handling and 
other facets of canal life. We are delighted to hear from 
people who would like to sponsor work on Kennet or 
to give a donation.

Email: friendsofkennet@gmail.com


